
FLOWCHART AND THESIS INTRODUCTION

This handout is an introduction to the RDDirect Research Process recommended websites have been included in the
on-line version of the flowchart.

These were referred to as process flow diagrams and were strategically placed along workstations to serve as
reference along with the work instructions. Process Documentation â€” Having a reference in doing a process
makes it easier to replicate results and have the same preferred results every time. Connectors: Whenever
flowchart becomes complex or it spreads over more than one page, it is useful to use connectors to avoid any
confusions. Terminal is the first and last symbols in the flowchart. This is also important in developing
improvements in the process Workflow Management â€” Integration of a process would be easier as setting
standard procedures for processes achieves a consistent and quality desired result. It makes use of symbols
which are connected among them to indicate the flow of information and processing. A set standard symbols
help each department communicate their respective needs. Programmers often use it as a program-planning
tool to solve a problem. Computer Program Mapping â€” Flowcharts are a great way to show how a program
works and how to troubleshoot common problems Marketing flow chart examples and basic flowchart
examples seen in the page can be made reference in further understanding how to use a flowchart. Arrows
represent the direction of flow of control and relationship among different symbols of flowchart. Flow lines:
Flow lines indicate the exact sequence in which instructions are executed. Process Flowchart. Common uses
of a flowchart include: Project Planning â€” Flowcharts are especially useful in mapping out a new project.
These samples can be accessed by downloading them through the download link button below the sample.
Work instructions together with flow charts as additional visual aids provide the backbone for every operation
in the assembly line. It is represented by a circle. Sequences in a project having an order of steps and
accompanying decisions are best visually shown by a flowchart. Flowchart is a graphical representation of an
algorithm. Program instructions that take input from input devices and display output on output devices are
indicated with parallelogram in a flowchart. Process Audit â€” Flowcharts are similarly used to detect and
eliminate potential problems in a system. Data Management â€” Flowcharts improve communication between
the developers and the users. Decision Diamond symbol represents a decision point. Example : Draw a
flowchart to input two numbers from user and display the largest of two numbers C. An introduction to
Flowcharts What is a Flowchart? Processing: A box represents arithmetic instructions. Download Uses of a
Flowchart Originally, flowcharts were made or used to standardize or provide structure to manufacturing
processes specially in assembly line manufacturing. It is further used in process improvement and in result
increasing process efficiency. Business Process Models â€” Having a model to base any business process
which results to consistent and predictable outcomes helps cover more areas of activities. All arithmetic
processes such as adding, subtracting, multiplication and division are indicated by action or process symbol.


